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OVERVIEW 

 

The Port of Ivory LLC (“POI”) and Richard Best Transfer, Inc. (“RBT”) were required to prepare a 

Master Site Plan as a condition of a Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release of Claims dated April 4, 

2012 (“Settlement Agreement”), by and between Petitioners, Dinuba Citizens for Responsible Planning, a 

California non-profit unincorporated association, Roger Wazdatskey and Ruben Navarro Sr., individuals 

(collectively “Petitioners”), and Real Parties in Interest Richard Best Transfer Inc, a California 

corporation, and Port of Ivory, LLC.  

 

The subject site is located at 6801 Avenue 430, Reedley CA 93654, on the south side of Avenue 430 

between Road 68 and Road 72, west of the City of Dinuba. The site is in the M-2-SR (Heavy 

Manufacturing – Site Review Combining) Zone. (See Zoning Map Attachment #1.) The site is 

approximately 1,000 feet west of the Dinuba City Limits and within the City of Dinuba’s 20-year 

Urban Boundary, although not within the County-adopted Urban Area Boundary or Urban 

Development Boundary. (See Dinuba General Plan Attachment #2.) The City of Dinuba does not plan 

to annex the site in the foreseeable future. The project is consistent with the City’s Development 

Standards and the City has no objection to the Master Site Plans for RBT or POI. (See letter attached to 

Response to Comments for 5/11/16 Planning Commission meeting.) 

 

The Master Site Plan shows the development on the Port of Ivory Industrial Park as of January 2016 

and establishes a baseline. The Master Plan will have no impact on the environment and will not require 

conditions of approval as the improvements are intended to fulfill the conditions of the Settlement 

Agreement. The needs and plans of future tenants are not known and would be speculative; therefore, 

plans for future buildings, rail expansion, or parking, etc. are not included. RBT’s future plans are 

included in a separate Operational Statement 

 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

 

The Settlement Agreement was in response to noise and dust complaints regarding industrial activities on 

the site, specifically from RBT’s freight forwarding yard.  The Settlement Agreement required the 

following: 

1. A Master Site Plan for review by the County – Completed. The Plan includes a map of businesses 

currently operating on the site, structures, and infrastructure. (See Exhibit “A.”) Operational 

statements for current businesses are below.  

2. An updated Operational Statement for RBT - Completed. (See Exhibit “B” for RBT site plan.)  

a. A Noise Study – Completed in December 2014-January 2015. Traffic volumes, truck mix, 

and vehicle speeds were added to Project-related on-site noise generators. Results of the 

analysis show that the noise levels adjacent to the Project’s eastern boundary, in 

combination with the noise generated by the proposed NPK hard railcar system, will not 

exceed Tulare County’s Land Use Compatibility for Community Noise Environments for 

sensitive receptors. Four residences currently exist within 900 to 1700 feet east of the 
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planned location of the free span barn and the hard railcar unloading system. In order to 

reduce potential short-term construction noise impacts reaching 60 dBA Lmax, conditions of 

approval are included in the RBT Final Site Plan project (PSR 14-005), for Planning 

Commission approval. 

b. A Traffic Impact Study (TIS) – Completed in December 2014-January 2015. The TIS 

concluded that RBT will generate 76 ADT, with 50% (28 ADT) classified as truck traffic 

and the remaining 50% generated by 25 employees and visitors. A total 11 ADT will occur 

during A.M. and P.M. peak hours. The TIS concluded that the existing road network is 

adequate to accommodate the Project through the year 2040 and no mitigation is 

recommended. 

c. Prioritized construction of a hard car unloader over the tracks and a commodities barn building 

– The building permit was issued for the NPK hard car unloader equipment in October 2015 

and installation should be completed within four months of approval. The commodities building 

will be constructed when RBT is economically able to do so. 

 

The Agreement also required the following: 

1. Construction of an earthen berm to a height not less than 8 feet higher than the Alta Irrigation canal, 

from approximately Mr. Don Guy’s property south to the approximate location where the berm tapers 

– Completed.    (See separate Operational Statement for RBT.)  

2. Additional landscaping on the berm with trees, oleanders and other species identified in a vegetation 

plan – (See Exhibit “C” - Landscape/Vegetation Plan, revised April 2016.)  

3. County-conducted noise assessment, with the cooperation of RBT/POI  - Completed in May 2012  

4. Interim measures, until final approval of the Master Site Plan review – All Implemented 

a. No unloading on eastern-most or second-most eastern middle tracks, except past existing red 

barn. 

b. Hammer cars on middle two tracks only. 

c. Reduce on-site railcar speed. 

d. Eliminate on-site vehicle backing beeper noise at night. 

 

The Agreement included an Operating Statement with the following POI Site operating hours: 

a. Office:  8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Monday through Friday 

b. Scale: 7 A.M. to  4 P.M. Monday through Friday 

c. Operational Activities: 6 A.M. to 8 P.M. Monday through Friday, and as needed on Saturday 

between 6 A.M. and 8 P.M. 

d. Delivery of Railcars: San Joaquin Valley Railroad delivers railcars to the Ivory site on Sunday 

through Thursday, from 8 P.M. to 8 A.M. (subject to any changes implemented by the SJV 

Railroad). 

 

Conditions of approval for RBT’s Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005 will limit operations to 6,300 cars per 

year and a volume of 550,000 tons (as specified in San Joaquin Valley Unified Air Pollution Control 

District Authority to Construct No. S-7291-1-3). The operating hours for the office and scale will not 

change from those cited in the agreement. A condition of approval for operational activities will state 

that unloading and loading may take place between 6 A.M. to 8 P.M. on Monday through Friday, and 

as needed on Saturday and Sunday between 6 A.M. and 8 P.M. Railcars may be moved around the 

freight forwarding yard with the RBT diesel track mobile after 6 A.M.  Unloading methods featuring 

the use of vibrators, excavators and/or hammers (or in combination) are prohibited until after 7 A.M., 

in order to reduce noise impacts. SJVR trains may deliver railcars 24 hours per day on Monday 
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through Saturday. Conditions of approval will determine the location of future unloading operations, the 

use of hammering of railcars to loosen hardened material, train speed, and the use of beepers sounding (as 

vehicles travel in reverse) during operations on the subject site. 

 

MASTER SITE PLAN 

 

Existing structures on the 110-acre Port of Ivory (POI) site include the following: 

 A front office building with 5 hexagonal modules; 

 A 20-space asphalt parking area; 

 20 asphalt parking spaces by Mission Agriculture’s leased building; 

 A 2,650 foot long, 60-foot wide asphalt paved Private Vehicular Access Easement across the 

contiguous parcels; 

 Eight rail siding tracks; 

 A 13,280 square foot truck shop and storage building, a 480 square foot storage building, and a 

shade canopy for an existing closed loop outside equipment wash area, with truck and employee 

parking area for Miramonte Sanitation’s trucking terminal; 

 A 440 square foot scale house with two 11’x70’ commercial truck scales; 

 A 30,000± square foot warehouse building with office; 

 Four major covered structures/pole barns (a 101,150± square foot barn, a 27,200 square foot 

storage building, a 14,400 square foot storage building); 

 Five smaller sheds, including a pump and fire system building and a 4,000 square foot “red barn”; 

 A separate restroom building;  

 Five 1,000 gallon septic tanks/leach line systems;  

 Eight water wells, with storage tanks and underground supply lines;  

 Fire hydrants (9) and associated underground water supply lines;  

 5± light poles; 

 4,000 gallon above-ground diesel fuel tank; 

 Storm water drainage pond/ponding basin, with associated underground drainage lines and above 

ground ditch; 

 An 8 foot high, 1,200 foot long earthen berm with landscaping adjacent to the Alta Irrigation 

District’s California Vineyard Ditch on the eastern side of the property;  

 A 6 foot high chain link fence topped with barbed wire around most of site’s perimeter, along 

Avenue 432, Road 68 and Avenue 430; 

 Screening oleander bushes along Avenue 430 and Road 68; 

 Signs - A freestanding 12 foot round by the front office and business identification signs; 

 

See Attachment #5, a 1995 aerial photo of the site and Attachment #3, a 2015 Google Earth aerial 

showing existing structures and storage areas. It should be noted that many large storage buildings 

erected by the former saw mill were demolished in 2006-2007.  

 

Manifest train railcars are stored on the “South Track” alongside the main SJVR track for unloading. 

The railcars carrying wood chips are stored on Track No. 1, which reaches the storage areas leased by 

Green’s Best and ALW Enterprises. The animal feed railcars are stored on Tracks A, B, C, & D and 
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unloaded on Tracks #1- #4. RBT plans to build an additional rail spur link to the South Track to 

expedite removal of empty rail cars. (See Attachment #9 for track layout in 2012.) 

 

The improvements were installed over the course of the past 70 years by a succession of different 

owners. Building permits and engineered plans before the 1990s are not available. The properties first 

began operating as a saw mill in the late 1940s and closed in 2000.  (See Attachment #4 – 1948 & 

1967 use permit site plans and Attachment #5 – 1995 aerial photo of site with saw mill.)  

 

Although RBT operates mostly on APN 012-260-069, some facilities are shared among the Port of 

Ivory Industrial Park tenants, such as the truck scale and loading dock, employee restrooms, two 

storage sheds; two wells, and three fire hydrants on APN 012-250-018. In addition, RBT shares storage 

space with Green’s Best and ALW. Two storage buildings, one well, and two fire hydrants are located 

on APN 012-250-017.  

 

The parties to the 2012 Settlement agreement agreed to allow the County to issue a building permit in 

October 2015 for RBT to prepare a foundation and to install an electric-powered NPK hard car 

unloader over the tracks. Future plans for RBT involve the installation of an electric-powered drag 

conveyor and a bucket elevator plus the construction of a commodities pole barn for covered storage of 

the materials, and a rail tie-in to the “South Track,” alongside the main train track. At the request of 

neighboring property owner, Roger Wazdatskey, the applicant agreed to change the location of the 

commodities barn approximately 500 feet north and to shorten its length by 200 feet.  The barn’s roof 

will cover the conveyor equipment and will be extended to hang over the NPK hard car unloader in 

order to reduce noise impacts. At some time in the future, the applicant plans to enclose the barn with 

dust screens, install a bag house to filter dust, and install solar panels on the roof. The solar panels will 

power the electric hard car unloader and conveyor equipment. (See details in the separate RBT 

Operational Statement.) No other structures are planned for RBT or other tenants. 

 

WATER AND WASTEWATER 

 

As the project is not a new facility, the County does not require a site drainage plan or a water system 

master plan for the POI Master Site Plan or for the RBT Final Site Plan. The County of Tulare Public 

Works Department does not typically require a site drainage plan for existing facilities that are outside 

floodplains. Although the southernmost portion (approximately 600 feet) of the subject site is located 

in Flood Zone A, most of the site is located within Flood Zone X. Structures proposed in Zone A 

require an elevation certificate or mitigation measures, while those in Zone X do not. In 2011, rail 

spurs were constructed in the Flood Zone A. JD McGee Engineering designed the tracks with a culvert 

and certified that the track would not result in any increase to the 100-year flood elevation in the 

vicinity. (See separate RBT Operational Statement’s Attachment #11.) 

 

Much of the site remains unsurfaced, except for access roads, storage areas and structures. The soil on 

most of the site is moderately well drained Delhi loamy sand. The northernmost parcel contains 

Hanford sandy loam, which is also moderately well drained, and San Joaquin Loam, which has a 

hardpan layer and is not as permeable. 
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As noted earlier, the property was developed as a saw mill in the 1940s, and drainage improvements 

were added through the decades, until the saw mill closed in 2000. A pond is included in site plans for 

the 1948 and 1967 M-2 Manufacturing Use Permits. (See Attachment #4, of 1948 and 1967 use permit 

site plans.) The site currently contains one ponding basin (in the center of the site) and another in the 

southern Flood Zone A. During storm events, ditches direct water to the ponds. (See Exhibit “A.”) 

 

The eight wells noted on the site plan are 150 feet or farther from restroom facilities that utilize septic 

systems. The only restrooms are in the office, a separate restrooms building, and in the area leased by 

Miramonte Sanitation. RBT employees utilize restrooms in the separate building or portable toilets 

provided further south on the subject site, closer to the unloading/loading area. The portable toilets are 

regularly serviced and pumped by a licensed company. 

 

The site operators use dust control measures recommended by the Air District’s Rule No. 2201 (New 

and Modified Stationary Source Review Rule) and cited in the 2014 Authority to Construct. These 

measures include use of water or chemical/organic stabilizers/suppressants. As noted earlier, bulk 

materials handled outside an enclosed building are protected with suitable covers, in compliance with 

District Rules 8011 (General Requirements) and 8031 (Bulk Materials). Trucks and other transport 

vehicles must obey posted vehicular speed limits on the site. Loads of bulk materials are required to be 

covered with tarps or to have water applied to the top.  The existing 2,650-foot long, 60-foot wide 

private road from the site entrance at Avenue 430 and Road 68 is paved with asphalt.  

 

LANDSCAPING 

 

Per the 2012 Settlement Agreement, the applicant is required to increase the density of existing 

vegetation on the earthen berm along the eastern border of the RBT site and the Alta Irrigation District 

ditch, by planting oleanders, trees and/or other species of plants. The Landscape Plan revised in April 

2016 shows existing vegetation by the ditch and more details on where oleanders and pine trees will be 

planted, as well as how many will be required to increase vegetative density. The oleanders will reach 

maturity in three years, with a 20 foot height and 20 foot diameter. The pines will reach a 40 foot height 

and 30 foot diameter, with low branches intertwined and touching ground, in five years. Spacing will 

exceed Caltrans standards of 10-20 foot spacing. 

 

The Plan also shows the irrigation system’s proposed water source and irrigation lines. A condition of 

approval for Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005 requires the applicant to provide for convenient irrigation 

in the form of hose bibs and/or a drip, bubbler or sprinkler system. The contractor will be required to 

install the landscape to meet California Model Landscape Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance standards. 

 

Conditions of approval for Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005 also require the applicant to ensure that all 

landscaped areas contain fertile, friable soils with adequate subsurface drainage and to permanently 

maintain the areas in a neat and viable condition. 
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FIRE SAFETY 

 

The existing fire suppression system on the site was developed for the saw mill, which included 

storage of wood chips and lumber. Adequate fire suppression was, and remains, in the operators’ best 

interests. There are no proposed new uses that would require extensive engineered plans for a new 

system. The County Fire Department is aware of the former and current uses and did not request 

additional information or provide comments regarding fire hydrant pipe diameters or flow rates for 

either the Project Review Committee preliminary review (PRC 14-041) or the Final Site Plan No. PSR 

14-005 (per correspondence dated 11/24/14 and 12/22/14). It is the property owner’s responsibility to 

have private fire hydrants inspected and tested in accordance with N.F.P.A. 25 “Standard for the 

Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems,” Title 19 & CFC, 

Section 904.  

 

Wood chips are stored within the lease sites of the two companies on the POI Industrial Park that 

handle them, Green’s Best and ALW Enterprises. (See Exhibit “A” for POI Master Site Plan.)  The 

Tulare County Fire Department created a flier on combustibles such as wood pallets, which are 

comparable wood products. Stacks shall be separated by at least eight feet and be limited to fifteen feet 

in height and coverage no greater than 400 square feet. There shall be a minimum of 20 feet separation 

between stacks fronting fire lanes with proper turnarounds. The minimum distance for storage next to a 

building is 50 feet from a wood building without sprinklers. No combustible material shall be stored 

beneath a non-sprinklered building or structure.   The storage area currently complies with the above-

noted standards. Conditions of approval are included in the RBT Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005 

Resolution to ensure fire safety. 

 

COMMODITIES 

 

The commodities handled by Richard Best Transfer on the site are not hazardous, and include bran 

feed pellets, canola meal and pellets, corn germ and gluten, whole cotton seed, cotton seed hull pellets 

and meal, dairy beet pulp pellets, dried distillers grain, hominy, linseed pellets, soy hull pellets, 

sunflower meal and pellets, urea, sodium chloride, phosphate, and barley. An inspector from the 

California Department of Food and Agriculture takes bimonthly samples for the animal feed 

commodities.  Test results are available upon request from the RBT office. 

 

Other products received at the Port of Ivory site via the San Joaquin Valley Railroad include 

ornamental bark and lumber for POI tenants Green’s Best and ALW and for various off-site businesses 

and sodium bicarbonate for POI tenant Mission Ag. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW & COMPLIANCE WITH THE CALIFORNIA 

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) 

 

The POI tenants were considered in the RBT Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005’s Addendum to a 

Previous Negative Declaration (Addendum) Prepared for Change of Zone No. PZ 07-010. The 

Addendum was prepared for RBT in 2015, in compliance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, 

because only minor technical changes or additions were necessary and none of the conditions 
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described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 had occurred. As noted earlier, the improvements to 

RBT are a direct result of fulfilling the terms (conditions) of the Settlement Agreement. It is reasonable 

to infer that neither party to the Settlement Agreement would propose or agree to conditions that would 

exacerbate an impact to any resource identified in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. The 

Addendum is available upon request, and is included as an attachment to the Response to Comments 

prepared for the Planning Commission meeting. 

 

The 2007 Initial Study/Negative Declaration for Change of Zone No. PZ 07-010 frequently noted that 

future Projects – those requiring a Final Site Plan land use permit triggered by a building permit as 

required in the SR (Site Review Combining) Zone overlay - would be reviewed by the County, 

providing the opportunity to impose project specific conditions of approval and mitigation measures as 

any impacts are identified.  

 

The previous Negative Declaration for PZ 07-010 was signed by County’s Environmental Coordinator, 

approved by the Planning Commission on December 12, 2007 via Resolution No. 8287 and certified 

by the Board of Supervisors on January 29, 2008 via Resolution No. 2008-0043.  A Notice of 

Determination was filed February 5, 2008. (The PZ 07-010 Negative Declaration is available upon 

request, and is included as an attachment to the Response to Comments prepared for the Planning 

Commission meeting.) 

 

ENTITLEMENTS 

 

The businesses leasing space from the Port of Ivory are allowed by right in the M-2-SR (Heavy 

Manufacturing – Site Review Combining) Zone. No Special Use Permits are required for POI’s current 

tenants. The M-2 Zone allows by right wood and lumber processing, such as tenants Green’s Best and 

ALW Enterprises, and feed mills, such as Mission Ag Resources. The M-2 Zone also allows any use 

permitted in the M-1 (Light Manufacturing) and C-3 (Service Commercial) Zones. The C-3 Zone 

allows by right freight forwarding terminals and yards, which are equivalent to RBT’s 

railroad/trucking transloading facility. The C-3 Zone also allows by right trucking terminals including 

repairing and overhauling, such as Miramonte Sanitation. A Final Site Plan is required for projects in 

an SR (Site Review Combining) Zone and is for a use that complies with zoning, but requires 

additional review, findings and conditions of approval. Preliminary and Final Site Plan Reviews are 

triggered by permits for buildings or relocation and/or for grading or construction work. (Zoning 

Ordinance Sections 14, 13, 12.5, 16.4 and 16.2 are available on the County website and are attached to 

the Response to Comments prepared for the Planning Commission meeting.) 

 

OPERATIONAL STATEMENTS  

Operational Statements were procured from the current tenants of the Port of Ivory, as the Master Site 

Plan was developed. 

Richard Best Transfer, Inc. – See separate document. 

 

Miramonte Sanitation operates a trucking terminal on a 5± acre leased portion of 18-acre APN 012-

250-005 in the POI Industrial Park. The site is used for truck parking, servicing, fueling and cleaning. 

Clean roll off bins and carts are also stored on the site. The lease area contains parking areas, a 400 
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square foot storage building, a 17,540 square foot shop and truck repair building, a 4,000 gallon above 

ground fuel storage tank, and a 300 square foot concrete pad with a closed loop system and sump for 

cleaning equipment.  

 

The County Zoning Ordinance allows a trucking terminal with repairing and overhauling in the M-2 

(Heavy Manufacturing) Zone by right. Currently, Miramonte operates ten trucks from the facility and 

two may be added. Drivers arrive on site at 5:30 A.M. and leave for their routes by 6:00 A.M. Trucks 

return between 3:00 P.M. and 3:30 P.M. The trucks operate Monday through Friday and occasionally 

on Saturdays. A total of 19 Miramonte employees currently work on the subject site, with a possible 

increase to 23 at some point in the future, per Miramonte’s separate Operating Statement.  

 

There are currently three mechanics and two managers working out of the shop building, possibly 

increasing by two mechanics in the future. Two full time and two part time staff plus a manager work 

in the main Industrial Park office and may add two additional employees in the future, per 

Miramonte’s separate Operating Statement. Office hours are 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Monday through 

Friday. Final Site Plan No. PSR 15-003 is being processed for Miramonte to secure approved building 

permits for a metal storage/shop building and for additional storage area inside the main shop building. 

The company is also required to upgrade the employee restroom to comply with State and Federal 

ADA requirements for persons with disabilities.  

 

Miramonte is a POI tenant and has no plans to amend their operation(s) on the site in any manner 

beyond what is allowed by right in the M-2-SR (Heavy Manufacturing-Site Review Combining) Zone. 

No Miramonte trucks transport waste material to or from this site and no waste material is stored on 

the site. If Miramonte were to expand, a Final Site Plan would be required.  

 

Mission Ag Resources LLC operates on 2.73-acre APN 012-260-021 with 14 full time employees and 

occasional temporary staff. The company provides dairy base mineral mixes and supplements to local 

dairies. Raw materials are not hazardous and are stored in drums, totes and other containers under 

shelter. Mixing and packaging is done inside a structure.  Soybean oil is used for dust control. Mission 

Ag has one 40-foot flatbed truck and trailer, but contracts out most deliveries to independent trucking 

companies. Truck deliveries total eight per day, per the company manager, Deborah Mize in 6/2/15 

phone conversation. 

 

ALW Enterprises operates an agricultural wood screening yard on a 5-acre portion of 19± acre APN 

012-260-017.  One employee works on the site to operate screening equipment, unload and load 

materials and complete paperwork. Occasionally others from the company’s Fresno headquarters 

assist. California Air Resources Board (CARB)–certified equipment is utilized to screen already 

processed orchard chips to provide four separated sizes of mulch for landscaping, biomass wood fuel, 

bedding, ground covers, etc. The wood chips are stored within the 5-acre lease area noted on the 

Master Site Plan, in piles that are safe distances apart, in compliance with County Fire Marshall 

requirements. No grinding or composting takes place on the site. Sales are wholesale and usually in 

large semi-load quantities. Truck trips average a maximum ten (10) per day, most by independent 

trucking companies, per Tim Weaver of ALW in a 6/1/15 phone conversation. No vehicles are stored 

on the subject site.  

 

Green’s Best operates on a 5-acre portion of a 19± acre APN 012-250-017 with two full time 

employees and temporary staff. The wood chips are stored within the 5-acre lease area noted on the 
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Master Site Plan, in piles that are safe distances apart, in compliance with County Fire Marshall 

requirements. The company supplies orchard removal wood mulches to local school districts, Caltrans 

and different landscapers. The company has one company vehicle, a Chevy Avalanche pickup, and 

contracts with outside trucking companies for deliveries. Truck trips average a maximum ten (10) per 

day. No grinding or composting takes place on the site. 

 

VEHICLE TRAFFIC 

 

Trucks and automobiles access the Port of Ivory (POI) Industrial Park from a single entrance on 

Avenue 430 at Road 68. The most efficient truck routes were outlined by RBT Facilities and Building 

Materials Manager, Gary Rogers, in 2012. (See Attachment #6 for RBT truck routes.) Trucks exiting 

the POI to the north drive north on Road 68, west on Avenue 432/Floral Avenue, and then south along 

Road 64 to Avenue 416/El Monte Way and west to State Route 99. Alternatively, trucks exiting the 

POI to travel south drive east on Avenue 430, then south on Road 80/Alta Avenue. The order is 

reversed for trucks traveling to the POI. Traffic through Dinuba follows the City’s designated truck 

routes on Alta Avenue and El Monte Avenue. (See Attachment #7 for Dinuba truck routes.)  Few if 

any large trucks travel from the POI along Road 72 or Avenue 424, per the applicant. According to 

County’s 2010 Pavement Management System (PMS), Road 72’s pavement is approximately 21.4 feet 

wide between Avenue 424 and Avenue 432, which is narrow for large trucks. (Note: The Traffic 

Impact Study did not include Road 72 or Avenue 430 in its analysis.) 

 

The RBT facility (on APN 012-260-069 (formerly APNs 012-260-019 and -067)), Mission Ag (on 

APN 012-260-021) and Green’s Best and ALW Enterprises (on APN 012-250-017) have indirect 

access to Avenue 430 via an existing 2,650-foot long, 60-foot wide, asphalt paved Private Vehicular 

Access Easement (PVAE) across contiguous parcels to the west and north. Per a County 

Engineering/Public Works Branch comment letter dated March 10, 2003 for Tentative Parcel Map No. 

PPM 02-025 (which created APN 012-260-067 and -068), the PVAE is improved to a higher standard 

than required. Because the improvements necessary to achieve the conditions specified in the 

Settlement would not result in additional truck traffic, the Public Works/Engineering Branch did not 

require any conditions of approval for RBT’s Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005. 

 

The Port of Ivory Industrial Park has five tenants, whose employees, visitors, deliveries and shipments 

generate an estimated total 282 Average Daily Trips (ADT) (see the break down in the table below). 

Approximately 164 of the 282 daily trips are truck trips. 

 

Business Tenant 
Number of 

Employees 

Employee 

Trips 

Daily Deliveries/ 

Shipments 

Total Daily 

Trips 

Richard Best Transfer 20 38 38 76 

Miramonte Sanitation 19 -23 46 70 116 

Mission  Ag Resources LLC  14 28 36 64 

Green’s Best  2 4 10 14 

ALW Enterprises 1 on site 2 10 12 

TOTAL 60 118 164 282 
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A Traffic Impact Study (TIS) was prepared in December 2014-January 2015 by VRPA Technologies 

for the Project applicant as required by the 2012 Settlement Agreement between petitioners Dinuba 

Citizens for Responsible Planning and Real-Parties-in-Interest, Richard Best Transfer Inc. and Port of 

Ivory LLC.  (See TIS in the 9/23/15 Planning Commission Agenda packet and attached to the response 

to comments for the Planning Commission meeting.) The “General Light Industrial” land use code 

from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Handbook was used for the 

analysis. 

 

Operations on four intersections were analyzed – Buttonwillow Avenue/Floral Avenue, Road 68/Floral 

Avenue, Road 72/Avenue 430 and Road 80/Avenue 430. Results of the analysis show that none of the 

study intersections will fall below acceptable levels of service through the year 2040. Year 2040 is 

used, as this is the Tulare County Association of Government’s forecast horizon. 

 

Operations on two road segments near the facility were analyzed – Floral Avenue from Buttonwillow 

Avenue to Road 68 and Avenue 430 from Road 72 to Road 80. Results of the analysis show that none 

of the roadway segments will fall below acceptable levels of service through the year 2040. 

 

The TIS concluded that the RBT project will generate 76 average daily trips, with 50% (38 Average 

Daily Trips) classified as truck traffic and 50% generated by 25 employees and visitors. A total 11 

average daily trips will occur during A.M. and during P.M. peak hours. Truck traffic from the POI is 

calculated at 50% of 282 daily trips, or 141 daily truck trips. Multiplied by 260 days (52 weeks x 5 

days/week), the POI generates approximately 36,660 total truck trips per year. 

 

The TIS concluded that the existing road network is adequate to accommodate the Project through the 

Year 2040 and no mitigation is required or recommended.  

 

MAP EXHIBITS  

A. Master Site Plan for POI 

B. RBT – PSR 14-005 Site Plan 

C. Landscape Plan for RBT and POI (Exhibit “B” of RBT Operational Statement) 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Zoning Map 

2. Dinuba General Plan Map 

3. 2015 Google Earth Aerial of POI, showing product storage areas 

4. Site Plans for 1948 & 1967 use permits for saw mill on site. 

5. 1995 Aerial photo of saw mill operations 

6. RBT Truck Routes 

7. Dinuba designated truck routes  

8. Assessor map pages 012-25 and 012-26 for POI and vicinity 

9. RBT track layout - 2012 

 



        MAP EXHIBITS 

Exhibit A – Master Site Plan Map for POI

Master Site Plan Map for POI PSR 14-005 

Exhibit B – RBT Site Plan Map - PSR 14-005 

Exhibit C – POI and RBT Landscape Plan Map 



Exhibit A – Master Site Plan Map for POI
Master Site Plan Map for POI PSR 14-005 







Exhibit B – RBT Site Plan Map - PSR 14-005 





Exhibit C – RBT and POI Landscape Plan Map 





POI MASTER SITE PLAN ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1 – Zoning Map 

Attachment 2 – Dinuba General Plan Map 

Attachment 3 – 2015 Google Earth Aerial – POI 

Attachment 4 – Site Plans Maps  

a) 1948
b) 1967

Attachment 5 – 1995 Aerial of Saw Mill Operation 

Attachment 6 – RBT Truck Routes 

Attachment 7 – Dinuba Circulation Element Map 
(Designated Truck)  

Attachment 8 – Assessor Parcel Maps 

a) 012-25
b) 012-26

Attachment 9 – RBT Track Layout - 2012 
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Attachment 2 – Dinuba General Plan Land Use Map 
 





Attachment 3 – 2015 Google Earth Aerial – POI 





Attachment 4 – Site Plans Maps  
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Special Use Permit M-2 #67-12 "Site Plan Map"



Attachment 5 – 1995 Aerial of Saw Mill Operation 
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Attachment 6 – RBT Truck Routes 
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Attachment 7 – Dinuba Circulation Element Map 
(Designated Truck)  





Attachment 8 – Assessor Parcel Maps  

• 012-25 
• 012-26 

 







Attachment 6 – 2012 Site Plan Showing Storage Track 
Layout for 144 Railcars 





RICHARD BEST TRANSFER 

OPERATIONAL STATEMENT 



OPERATIONAL STATEMENT 

RICHARD BEST TRANSFER, INC. 

Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005 

Revised - April 2016 
 

OVERVIEW 

 

Per the 2012 Settlement Agreement (“the Settlement”) by and between Richard Harriman 

representing his client, the Dinuba Citizens for Responsible Planning (DCFRP), and Michael Slater 

representing his client, Richard Best Transfer and Port of Ivory, the below Operational Statement 

and Master Site Plan was made in fulfillment of the terms therein.  

 

In fulfillment of Paragraphs (b) and (d) of the Settlement Agreement, Richard Best Transfer Inc. 

(RBT) requests approval by the Tulare County Planning Commission for the RBT Final (“Master”) 

Site Plan in order to increase efficiencies by siting a commodities barn, hard car un-loader, and 

additional rail siding spurs (+/-1,000 feet) on the existing full service railroad/trucking transloading 

facility. (See Exhibit “A”.) 

 

The RBT facility operates on a 20-acre portion of a ± 47 acre APN 012-260-069, in the 110-acre 

Port of Ivory (POI) industrial park. The Master Site Plan for the Port of Ivory is made reference to 

as “Master Site Plan for Port of Ivory” Operational Statement. (See Attachment #1.) 

 

Various agricultural commodities are delivered to the RBT site by rail car via the San Joaquin 

Valley Railroad or truck and are then transported by truck to dairies and other agricultural sites or 

businesses.  The empty rail cars are picked up by the SJVR.  

 

The subject site is located at 6801 Avenue 430, Reedley, CA 93654, approximately 1,000 feet west 

of the Dinuba City Limits. Administrative offices are located at 1630 E. Manning, #312, Reedley 

CA 93654.  The POI is outside any County-adopted Urban Area Boundary or Urban Development 

Boundary, subject to the Rural Valley Lands Plan, and designated for “Valley Agricultural.” 

However, the entire POI site is considered as non-viable and not suitable for productive agriculture, 

per the Tulare County General Plan Land Use Element. Zoning on the property is M-2-SR (Heavy 

Manufacturing – Site Review Combining). (See Zoning Map Attachment #2.)  

 

The site is within the City of Dinuba’s 20-year Urban Boundary, and the City’s General Plan 

designates it as “Industrial Reserve.” Per the City’s consultation response dated 1/6/15, the General 

Plan designates areas to the east as “Residential – Low”, to the south as “Urban Reserve” and 

“Commercial – Community, to the west as “Park/Ponding Basin”, and to the north as “Industrial 

Reserve.” (See Dinuba General Plan Map Attachment #3.)  

 

Additionally, in compliance with the Settlement, RBT and POI constructed an earthen berm (16 feet 

wide and 8 feet high) alongside the California Vineyard Ditch, which is managed by the Alta 

Irrigation District (providing another 15 feet of separation), on the east side of the property, in order 

to reduce noise, dust and odors. (See Figures 1-4 for Photos of the Site).  
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Increasing the density of vegetation existing on the earth berm and west ditch bank will decrease 

noise. This determination is supported by noise reducing estimations using the Technical Noise 

Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol. The maximum noise reduction from an 

earthen berm is 23 dBA (Technical Noise Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis 

Protocol, September 2013. (See Attachment #13.) Furthermore, in the landscaping plan discussed 

below, a continuous strip of oleander (or equivalent shrubs), at least 8 feet high and 15 to 20 feet 

wide provides additional noise attenuations of 1 – 3 dBA at a distance of up to 50 feet from the edge 

of vegetation. A single line of pine trees provides noise attenuations of 0 – 1 dBA. (Caltrans Traffic 

Noise Attenuation As a Function of Ground and Vegetation, June 1995.) (See Attachment #14.) 

 

Figure 1: 

 
Earthen berm constructed next to California Vineyard Ditch 

 

Figure 2-4 

           
Existing vegetation by red storage building in north, and mid-site on berm, which screen residential 

properties and also aid in noise reduction. 
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PHASING 

 

Phase I of the Master Site Plan: The first phase of the Master Site Plan calls for the excavation of 

a receiving pit, with an electric-powered drag conveyor, the construction of rail siding spur tracks, 

and the installation of an electric-powered NPK hard car unloader (per the Addendum to the 2012 

Settlement Agreement, which was agreed to on October 9, 2015 in a meeting with County Staff, 

RBT, and the DCFRP, and memorialized on or about November 12, 2015). The building permit for 

the NPK hard car unloader equipment was issued on October 15, 2015 and installation should be 

completed within four months of approval. (The Settlement Agreement and a screen shot of the 

building permit are attached to the Response to Comments for the 4/13/16 Planning Commission 

meeting.) 

 

Phase II of the Master Site Plan will involve the construction of a freespan commodities barn with 

a bucket elevator and the addition of approximately 1,000 feet of spur track by the “South Track” 

adjacent to the main railroad line, to store empty rail cars and facilitate faster quicker, more 

efficient, removal of empty railcars by the SJVR; thereby reducing noise and additional impacts to 

SJVR’s associated rail facilities. At the request of neighboring property owner, Roger Wazdatskey, 

the applicant agreed to change the location of the commodities barn approximately 500 feet north of 

its originally planned location and to shorten its length by 200 feet.  The barn’s roof will cover the 

conveyor equipment and will be extended to hang over the NPK hard car unloader in order to 

reduce noise impacts. At some time in the future, the applicant plans to enclose the barn with dust 

screens, install a bag house to filter dust, and install solar panels on the roof.  (Note: Enclosing the 

barn with solid walls would require installation of a sprinkler system for fire suppression that, if 

triggered, would ruin any stored grain product.) The solar panels will power the electric hard car 

unloader and conveyer equipment. (Note: To “spot” is to switch a freight car into a particular 

location for loading/ unloading. To “pull the pin” is to uncouple a car. A bag house is a generic 

name for air pollution control equipment or device that is designed around the use of engineered 

fabric filter tubes, envelopes or cartridge in the dust capturing, separation or filtering process.) 

 

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS  

 

The property was originally a saw mill from the 1940s until closing in 2000. The first rail spur from 

the main railroad line was installed in 1948, with a second spur installed in 1963.  

 

The transloading rail facility has been operating on the subject site since 2001. Volume has 

increased from approximately 2,000 cars in 2001 to 6,300 cars in 2015.  Volume of animal feed 

unloaded from railcars will not exceed 550,000 tons annually, or 10,000 tons in any one day, to 

comply with limits of a 2014 Authority to Construct (ATC) permit from the San Joaquin Valley 

Unified Air Pollution Control District (Air District). (See Attachment #4 for RBT’s 2014 ATC No. 

S-7291-1-3.) The Air District previously issued Permit to Operate No. S-7291-1-2 to RBT. Various 

agricultural commodities are delivered to the site by rail and shipped out in trucks to San Joaquin 

Valley agriculture users and producers. A condition of approval for RBT’s Final Site Plant No. PSR 

14-005 will limit operations to 6,300 cars per year and a volume of 550,000 tons of all products 

received at the site.  
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RBT utilizes a combination of skip loaders, excavators, fork lifts, pneumatic equipment, and 

hammers to unload various non-hazardous agricultural commodities, lumber and landscape 

materials from railcars and to load them onto trucks and trailers.  

 

STORAGE 

 

Commodities are currently stored as piles on asphalt paving on the subject site until being loaded 

onto trucks for delivery to local customers. Tarps are used to cover the materials to protect them 

from weather (rain, sun or wind). As noted earlier, Phase II of the project includes the construction 

of a freespan commodities barn, where materials may be sheltered. (See 2015 Google Aerial 

Attachment #5, showing where on the site products are typically stored.) 

 

COMMODITIES 

 

The commodities handled by Richard Best Transfer on the site include bran feed pellets, canola 

meal and pellets, corn germ and gluten, whole cotton seed, cotton seed hull pellets and meal, dairy 

beet pulp pellets, dried distillers grain, hominy, linseed pellets, soy hull pellets, sunflower meal and 

pellets, urea, sodium chloride, phosphate, and barley. Other products received at the site are 

ornamental bark and lumber and sodium bicarbonate. An inspector from the California Department 

of Food and Agriculture takes bimonthly samples of the animal feed products.  Test results are 

available upon request from the RBT office. 

 

Most of the cattle feed commodities are transported by railcar from Canada and the Midwest United 

States and are ultimately destined for local dairies. As noted earlier, after the railcars are unloaded, 

they are returned empty to their points of origin. Trucks with empty specialized walking floor 

trailers arrive at the site to be loaded with the commodities noted earlier and are then delivered 

directly to the dairies. 

 

Railcars of lumber originate in the Pacific Northwest. Approximately 200 railcars of bark were 

delivered in 2015. Trucks with empty flat bed truck trailers come arrive at the site to be loaded with 

lumber and delivered to local lumber yards. The bark rail cars are stored on Track No. 1, which 

reaches the storage areas leased by Green’s Best and ALW Enterprises. Each box car has a capacity 

of approximately 7,580 cubic feet, the equivalent of approximately 3.5 truckloads.  

 

Bark is also delivered to the site by trucks with “dry van” truck trailers from the Pacific Northwest. 

After unloading, those truck trailers leave empty and are not reloaded with any other products. At 

some point, trucks with empty walking floor trailers arrive at the site to be loaded with bark and are 

delivered to surrounding customers (for example, to state highway projects for landscaping 

purposes). 

 

A total of approximately 700 trucks per year carry bark and wood products from the site. Based on a 

box car capacity of approximately 7,580 cubic feet, approximately 1,516,000 cubic feet of wood 

products were received, handled and trucked off the site. 
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The commodities and products received at the site are not limited to the products noted earlier, but 

are determined by market demands and prices for the products. Per a phone conversation in 

February 2016 with Air District engineer, Ramon Norman, lumber and wood chips are not regulated 

by the Air District. 

 

TRAIN SERVICE 

 

Local railroads are part of the interstate network and are subject to the Federal Surface 

Transportation Board, Federal Railroad Administration, and California Public Utilities Commission 

(CPUC) regulations. 

 

The San Joaquin Valley Railroad (SJVR) services the rail line from Exeter to Fresno six days per 

week, Monday through Saturday. The SJVR delivers railcars to the subject POI site whenever there 

are railcars to be delivered. The SJVR has a limited capacity for storing railcars, and schedules 

deliveries as soon as possible. The train arrivals are at the discretion of the SJVR and usually arrive 

at night, but are subject to the railroad’s scheduling discretion. 

 

The SJVR is responsible for pulling the railcars onto the site and putting them away onto rail spurs 

of different lengths on the POI Industrial Park property. After RBT workers unload the cars, the 

SJVR returns to RBT where it is also responsible for removing empty railcars from the spurs, 

reassembling the train and pulling it off the site. Railcars from single manifest trains are stored 

separately from unit trains as much as possible. 

 

Most SJVR trains come from Fresno, enter the site from the north and pull south towards Avenue 

424. The trains pull past the Avenue 424 at-grade highway crossing and then back into the subject 

site’s railroad spurs, one at a time. (Note: The CPUC refers to roadways as “highways,” although 

Avenue 424 is a two-lane local road, not a State route, freeway, collector road or arterial, per 

County’s General Plan 2030 Update.) The trains delivering and picking up railcars at RBT may 

temporarily block Avenue 424 and Road 72. However, Federal law (specifically the Interstate 

Commerce Commission Termination Act (ICCTA; 49 U.S.C. §10101 et seq.)) pre-empts California 

Public Utilities Commission General Order No. 135, which limited the length of time a stopped 

railroad train may block public grade crossings to 10 minutes. Neither the State nor local 

jurisdictions are permitted to enforce General Order No. 135, per People v. Burlington Northern 

Santa Fe Railroad, in an October 16, 2012 ruling by the First Appellate District Court. 

 

Records indicate that the rail crossing equipment installed on Avenue 424 have enhanced public 

safety. County records of collisions with trains on Avenue 424 show four (4) in the 5.75 years 

between 1/1/10-9/30/15 and none (0) since the at-grade highway-rail crossing equipment was 

installed. (See Attachment #15 for collision reports.) 

 

UNIT TRAINS 

 

For unit trains, one group of cars is uncoupled, and then the train pulls south and switches to the 
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next spur to unload another group. To uncouple the cars for unloading takes two to five passes, 

depending on the length of the cars and how many can be stored on the available spurs. Per the 

applicant, unit trains are more efficient (to deliver and uncouple) than manifest trains because all the 

cars are the same and contain the same products. This allows for the train to be unloaded in solid 

blocks and, usually, sequentially. 

 

Unit train rail cars are pulled into the facility’s interior for storage and unloading on separate tracks. 

The rail spurs in the facility’s interior were built in 2011, more recently than the “South Track” 

beside the main railroad line, which was built in the 1960s. Track 1 can accommodate 39 rail cars, 

Track 2 can accommodate 17 cars, Track 3 can accommodate 20 cars, Track A can accommodate 

11 cars, Track B can accommodate 11 cars, Track C can accommodate 23 cars and Track D can 

accommodate 23 cars, for a total capacity of 144 cars. RBT plans to build an additional rail spur 

link to the South Track to expedite removal of empty railcars. After RBT workers unload the cars, 

the SJVR removes the cars from the interior tracks. (See Attachment #6, a diagram of rail spurs on 

site in 2012, showing storage for 144 railcars. The new track planned for construction [in 

approximately 2016] is not shown on the 2012 plan.) 

 

Railcars with dried distiller’s grain are unloaded on Tracks 1, 2 and 3 and will also be unloaded 

from the planned new track by the hardcar unloader and commodities barn. Tracks A, B, C, and D 

are storage tracks.  Cars of different commodities get unloaded at different times, depending on 

customer preference. 

 

The 2012 Settlement Agreement included interim measures for storing railcars on easternmost rail 

spur (Track D), in order to buffer the noise from cars being unloaded on the middle spurs. The 

Agreement allowed RBT to unload railcars on the second most easterly track (Track C) as it passes 

the existing red barn, as shown in Attachment #7 (the Agreement’s Exhibit “A”.) Conditions of 

approval for PSR 14-005 will require continued use of noise reduction practices. 

 

SINGLE MANIFEST TRAINS 

 

The SJVR receives their single manifest trains as they are interconnected by the Union Pacific (UP) 

and the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) yards.  The trains are not blocked out by station order 

or customer location, but for all SJVR customers' traffic on this main line.  The SJVR does not have 

a rail yard available to them for yard classification by station.  For example, in a 100-car train of 

single manifest, RBT might have 12 cars, but they could be scattered from one end of the train to 

the other. When the SJVR arrives at the Port of Ivory, they could have as many as 12 different 

switches in their train from front to back and could be there over two hours, just switching.  The 

same situation occurs as trains travel south from Fresno or travel north from Exeter.    

 

Single manifest trains are pulled onto RBT’s “South Track” for switching, storage and unloading. 

The south track is adjacent to the main line, but on the applicants’ property. This track was 

originally built in the late 1940s for the saw mill and can store approximately 15 railcars. Cars are 

moved to designated unloading areas by the South Track. Products are unloaded with front-end 

loaders. 
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The process for switching manifest trains on the south track from the north is described as follows: 

The SJVR will pull up even to the north switch. They will pull out all of the empty cars and set back 

the loads. They will then cut off the engine and go into the track. In a simple example of manifest 

train switching illustrated in Attachment #8, there might be 9 cars (nine loads and four empties). 

The Conductor will walk all the way to the #8 car and separate it and all of the other cars from #1- 

#8 and pull them out onto the SJVR Main line. They will then switch cars #8 and #7 to their train 

and shove cars #6 – #1 all the way back into the track until the #6 loaded car comes against #9. 

They will then make a cut on #5, leaving #6 and #5 against #9, then pull all the way out to the main 

track again and set #4 back to their train. They will then take #1 - #3 back into the track until #3 

rests against #5, pull out again, placing #2 to the train, then take #1 and put it against #3. Their 

engine will then come against the train and depart. This process will take at least one hour to 

complete. The process is the same with the southbound trip.  

 

The manifest trains delivered to POI range between 1 and 46 railcars in size (average 12). Switching 

movements may intermittently block Avenue 424, resulting in intermittent locomotive horn-

blowing and crossing bells. 

 

Single manifest trains will be unloaded in blocks, so that all empties will be together, in order to 

facilitate the move and to reduce switching as much as possible.  

 

NUMBER OF TRAINS 

 

The schedule for delivering railcars to the subject site is not controlled by RBT or POI, but is 

dictated by the San Joaquin Valley Railroad.  In 2014, as noted above in the Operations section, 

6,300 railcars were moved on and off the subject site. A condition of approval for RBT’s Final Site 

Plant No. PSR 14-005 will limit operations to a maximum 6,300 carloads per year and a volume of 

550,000 tons. 

 

The SJVR data on trains stopping at POI/RBT between September 19, 2015 and October 17, 2015 

recorded 20 single manifest trains, with an average of 12 cars being delivered to the POI. Four (4) 

unit trains with an average 90 cars stopped at the site. 

 

The SJVR data regarding the dates above indicated that 53% of the trains arrived in daylight hours, 

between 7:25 A.M. and 6:15 P.M. Approximately 47% arrive at night, between 10:15 P.M. and 6:25 

A.M. No arrivals were logged as arriving between 6:15 PM and 10:15 PM during the above dates. 

 

The single manifest trains arrived between 4:30 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Most unit trains arrived 

between 11:30 A.M. and 7:30 P.M. However, trains may be delivered at any time in the evening, 

depending upon the San Joaquin Valley Railroad’s scheduling needs.  

 

Arrival and departure times indicate that trains averaged 1.83 hours (one hour fifty-three minutes), 

or a median 1.42 hours (one hour twenty-five minutes), moving railcars onto rail spurs on the site. 
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UNLOADING FROM TRAIN RAIL CARS 

 

Manifest train rail cars are stored on the “South Track” alongside the main SJVR track for 

unloading. The bark rail cars are stored on Track No. 1, which reaches the storage areas leased by 

Green’s Best and ALW Enterprises. The animal feed railcars are stored on Tracks A, B, C, & D and 

unloaded on Tracks #1- #4. (See Attachment #6.) 

 

Once rail cars are on the different rail spurs, RBT uses a diesel “trackmobile” to move rail cars 

within the yard for unloading.  

 

The State Department of Industrial Relations requires railcars to be equipped with warning devices 

that operate automatically while the vehicle is backing. Per the California Code of Regulations 

(CCR), Title 8, Section 1592, Subchapter 4 – Construction Safety Orders, Article 10. Haulage and 

Earth Moving, the warning sound shall be of such magnitude that it will normally be audible from a 

distance of 200 feet and will sound immediately on backing. (See Attachment #48 for §1592, 

Warning Methods.) 

 

Unloading and loading activities take place between 5 A.M. to 8 P.M. Monday through Friday and 

as needed on Saturdays and Sundays. However, unloading methods featuring the use of vibrators, 

excavators and/or hammers or in combination are prohibited by condition of approval until after 7 

A.M. to reduce noise impacts.  

 

One product, dried distillers grain, tends to “cake” and stick to the inside of the hopper railcars 

during the summer months because of higher temperatures. Different methods are used to loosen the 

grain from the “hard cars”. RBT staff currently must pound on the cars with sledge hammers and 

use specially adapted vibrating equipment to gradually loosen the grain. As such, the hammering is 

limited to, and only occurs, during the summer months when dried distillers grain sticks inside the 

rail cars. 

 

As noted earlier in the Phases description, a building permit application has been submitted for a 

device that will greatly reduce the need for vibrators and hammers for unloading hard material, such 

as dried distiller grains, and will result in a significant reduction of noise at site. The electric-

powered NPK hard car unloader will be erected over the tracks by the proposed commodities pole 

barn. Equipment will scrape the products off the inside walls of the hopper cars and augers will be 

used to move the products upward to a conveyor belt.  The conveyor belt will move the products to 

separate piles. The current method using vibrating equipment and hammers will be limited to 

instances when the hard car unloader is unavailable due to maintenance or repair. 

 

As noted earlier, future plans involve construction of a pole barn for covered storage of the 

materials, thereby eliminating the need for tarping. The unloader and conveyor equipment will be 

located under a roof overhang and partially enclosed which will also reduce noise impacts. 

 

Again, as noted earlier, single manifest trains will be unloaded in blocks, so that all empties will be 

together, in order to facilitate train movements and to reduce switching as much as possible.  
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After RBT workers unload the rail cars, they prepare the empty cars for removal from the site by the 

SJVR. RBT staff use a diesel “trackmobile” to move cars together, couple the cars into groups, and 

pressurize the brakes. When the SJVR trains arrive to pick up empty cars, their crews are able to 

couple the groups of cars into a full train more quickly and efficiently. The SJVR and RBT crews 

must move the groups of rail cars together with sufficient force that the cars couple together 

securely. 

 

LOADING ONTO TRUCKS 

 

Products are loaded onto trucks that are operated by independent trucking businesses not associated 

with RBT other than for contract hauling. The majority of delivery trucks come to the site between 

7 A.M. and 4 P.M. daily, with the exception of Sunday. Trucks with empty flatbed trailers come in 

empty, get loaded with cattle feed, lumber or bark and are delivered to local customers.   

 

VEHICLE TRAFFIC 

 

Trucks and automobiles access the Port of Ivory (POI) Industrial Park from a single entrance on 

Avenue 430 at Road 68. The most efficient truck routes were outlined by RBT Facilities and 

Building Materials Manager, Gary Rogers, in 2012. (See Attachment #9 for RBT truck routes.) 

Trucks exiting the POI to the north drive north on Road 68, west on Avenue 432/Floral Avenue, and 

then south along Road 64 to Avenue 416/El Monte Way and west to State Route 99. Alternatively, 

trucks exiting the POI to travel south drive east on Avenue 430, then south on Road 80/Alta 

Avenue. The order is reversed for trucks traveling to the POI. Traffic through Dinuba follows the 

City’s designated truck routes on Alta Avenue and El Monte Avenue. (See Attachment #10 for 

Dinuba truck routes.)  Few if any large trucks travel from the POI along Road 72 or Avenue 424, 

per the applicant. According to County’s 2010 Pavement Management System (PMS), Road 72’s 

pavement is approximately 21.4 feet wide between Avenue 424 and Avenue 432, which is narrow 

for large trucks. (Note: The Traffic Impact Study did not include Road 72 or Avenue 430 in its 

analysis.) 

 

The RBT facility in the Port of Ivory Industrial Park site has indirect access to Avenue 430 via an 

existing 2,650-foot long, 60-foot wide, asphalt paved Private Vehicular Access Easement (PVAE), 

across contiguous parcels to the west and north. Per a County Engineering/Public Works Branch 

comment letter dated March 10, 2003 (for Tentative Parcel Map No. PPM 02-025, which created 

APN 012-260-067 and -068), the PVAE is improved to a higher standard than required. Because the 

improvements necessary to achieve the conditions specified in the Settlement would not result in 

additional truck traffic, the Public Works/Engineering Branch did not require any conditions of 

approval for RBT’s Final Site Plan No. PSR 14-005. 

 

Truck traffic from RBT is calculated at 38 daily truck trips representing 50% of 76 daily trips, per 

the conclusions contained in VPRA’s Traffic Impact Study (TIS) conducted in December 2014-

January 2015. Multiplied by 260 days (52 weeks x 5 days/week), the total number of RBT truck 

trips each year is approximately 19,760.  
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A total of approximately 700 trucks per year carry bark and wood products from the site (based on 

200 rail cars X 3.5 trucks per car). As noted earlier, approximately 1,516,000 cubic feet of wood 

products were received, handled and then transported off-site via trucks.  

 

A total of approximately 8,660 trucks per year carry animal feed from the site (this estimate is based 

on subtracting 700 bark trucks from the 19,760 truck trips calculated from the TIS annual trips 

estimate). The quantity of animal feed transported by trucks is limited by the San Joaquin Valley 

Air Pollution Control District 2014 Authority to Construct (ATC  No. S-7291-1-3), to no more than 

550,000 tons per calendar year, or 3,750 tons per day unloaded from railcars. (See Attachment #4 

for RBT’s 2014 ATC.) The previously approved Permit to Operate (PTO No. S-7291-1-2) limited 

the RBT facility to 360,000 tons per calendar year or 5,000 tons per day unloaded from railcars. 

(See attachment in Response to Comments for  5/11/16 Planning Commission meeting.) 

 

STRUCTURES - Existing 

 

The RBT facility on APN 012-260-069 currently contains a ±59,500 square foot commodities barn; 

a 2,091 square foot storage building; three fire hydrants; one well, a 40,000 storage building; and 

rail sidings. (See Exhibit “A”.) 

 

RBT also utilizes a truck scale and loading dock on APN 012-250-018 that is shared by other Port 

of Ivory (POI) Industrial Park tenants. Other structures on APN 012-250-018 include an employee 

restrooms building; a 9,114 square foot shed; a 7,200 square foot shed; two wells; and three fire 

hydrants. (See Attachment #1 for POI Master Site Plan.) 

 

RBT shares storage space with Green’s Best and ALW. A 27,200 square foot storage building, 

14,400 square foot storage building, one well, and two fire hydrants are located on APN 012-250-

017.  

 

WATER AND WASTEWATER  

 

As the project is not a new facility, the County does not require a site drainage plan or a water 

system master plan. The County of Tulare Public Works Department does not typically require a 

site drainage plan for existing facilities that are outside floodplains. The soil on most of the RBT 

site is moderately well drained Delhi loamy sand. Much of the site remains unsurfaced, except for 

access roads, storage areas and structures. Although the southernmost portion (approximately 600 

feet) of the subject site is located in Flood Zone A, most of the site is located within Flood Zone X.  

 

In 2011, rail spurs were constructed through the southern portion of the site (which is in Flood Zone 

A). JD McGee Engineering designed the tracks with a culvert and certified that the track would not 

result in any increase to the 100-year flood elevation in the vicinity. (See Attachment #11.)  

 

As noted earlier, the property was developed as a saw mill in the 1940s, and improvements were 

added through the decades, until closing in 2000. A pond is included in site plans for the 1948 and 

1967 Manufacturing use permits. (See Attachment #12, site plans of 1948 and 1967 use permits for 
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the saw mill.) The site currently contains one ponding basin (in the center of the site) and another in 

the southern Flood Zone A. During storm events, ditches direct water to the ponds.  

 

The eight wells noted on the POI Master Site Plan (Attachment #1) are 150 feet or farther from 

restroom facilities that utilize septic systems. The only restrooms are in the office, a separate 

restrooms building, and in the area leased by Miramonte Sanitation. RBT employees utilize 

restrooms in the separate building or portable toilets provided further south on the subject site, 

closer to the unloading/loading area. The portable toilets are regularly serviced and pumped by a 

licensed company. 

 

The existing fire suppression system on the site was developed for the saw mill, which included 

storage of wood chips and lumber. The County Fire Department is aware of the past and current 

uses and did not request additional information regarding fire hydrant pipe diameters or flow rates 

for either the Project Review Committee preliminary review (PRC 14-041) or the Final Site Plan 

No. PSR 14-005 (per correspondence dated 11/24/14 and 12/22/14).  

 

DUST AND ODOR CONTROL 

 

The site operators use dust control measures recommended by the Air District’s Rule No. 2201 

(New and Modified Stationary Source Review Rule) and cited in the 2014 Authority to Construct. 

These measures include use of water or chemical/organic stabilizers/suppressants. As noted earlier, 

bulk materials handled outside an enclosed building are protected with suitable covers, in 

compliance with District Rules 8011 (General Requirements) and 8031 (Bulk Materials). Trucks 

and other transport vehicles must obey posted vehicular speed limits on the site. Loads of bulk 

materials (both railcars and trucks) are required to be covered with tarps or to have water applied to 

the top.  The existing 2,650-foot long, 60-foot wide private road from the site entrance at Avenue 

430 and Road 68 is paved with asphalt.  

 

The 2014 Authority to Construct (ATC) allowing RBT to increase the amount of animal feed being 

unloaded from railcars and loaded onto trucks required the Air District to prepare an Engineering 

Evaluation (EE) and a Preliminary Environmental Assessment/Notice of Exemption. The EE 

demonstrated that the project will not result in emission increases exceeding the District’s 

thresholds of significance and determined no impact from objectionable odors affecting a 

substantial number of people. (See Attachment #4 for the 2014 ATC. The District’s Preliminary 

Environmental Assessment is attached to the Response to Comments for the 4/13/16 Planning 

Commission meeting.) 

 

LANDSCAPING AND DIRT BERM 

 

As noted above, in fulfillment of the 2012 Settlement Agreement, RBT and POI constructed an 

earthen berm alongside the California Vineyard Ditch on the east side of the property. The berm is 

approximately 1,200 feet long, 8 feet tall, 6 feet wide at the top, and 16 feet wide at the base. Trees 

and bushes exist on the berm and both sides of the ditch bank. The Settlement Agreement required 

the applicant to increase the density of existing landscaping along the canal, by planting and 
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maintaining a dense barrier of oleanders, trees and/or other species on their property. The new 

vegetation shall be planted within six months of project approval. The applicant shall be required to 

provide for convenient irrigation in the form of hose bibs and/or a drip, bubbler or sprinkler system. 

The applicant shall ensure that all landscaped areas contain fertile, friable soils with adequate 

subsurface drainage, and shall permanently maintain the areas in a neat and viable condition. 

The RBT/POI Landscape Plan illustrates a 70± foot wide buffer between the railyard and properties 

on the east side of the Ditch. (See attached Exhibit “B” - Landscape Plan for RBT and POI,” revised 

in April 2016.) To increase the density of existing vegetation on the RBT/POI property, new 

vegetation will be planted. Approximately 104 oleander bushes (nerium oleander) and 

approximately 24 digger pines (pinus sapiniana) will be planted in 2016-17 on the dirt berm on the 

POI property. Plants will be spaced to Caltrans standards, but will not interfere with existing 

vegetation. Container sizes will be 15 gallons. The oleanders should reach maturity and a 7-20 foot 

height in three years. The pines should reach a 40 foot height in five years.  Oleanders require little 

to moderate water and pines require little water. As noted earlier, all landscaped areas will be 

maintained in a neat and viable condition. 

 

The Landscape Plan provides details on where vegetation exists and where oleanders and pine trees 

will be planted. The April 2016 revision also shows the proposed irrigation water source from lines 

supplying a fire hydrant (near an existing storage building) and the irrigation lines to be placed along 

existing and proposed vegetation. The contractor will be required to install the irrigation lines to meet 

California Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (MWELO) Standards. 

 

Caltrans technical noise documents indicate that an earthen berm is more effective in reducing noise 

than a sound wall of the same height because of additional diffraction (around obstacles), ground 

absorption (over soft surfaces), and path length effects. Placing a wall on top of a berm “destroys 

the benefit of the berm”, according to the Caltrans prediction models. In general, the maximum 

noise reduction from a berm is 23 dBA, or an extra 1-3 dBA of attenuation more than a wall would. 

Landscaped earth berms acoustically perform slightly better, or up to 3dBA. (Technical Noise 

Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol, September 2013.) (See Attachment 

#13.) 

 

A continuous strip of oleander or equivalent shrubs (at least 8 feet high and 15 to 20 feet wide) 

results in noise attenuations of 1 – 3 dBA at a distance of up to 50 feet from the rear edge of 

vegetation. A single line of pine trees (at least 40 feet tall and 30 feet in diameter) spaced 10 – 20 

feet apart (with low branches intertwined and touching ground) provides noise attenuations of 0 – 1 

dBA at distances of up to 60 feet from the rear edge of vegetation. (Traffic Noise Attenuation As a 

Function of Ground and Vegetation, June 1995.)  See Attachment #14.)   

 

To summarize, noise from the RBT site is reduced by approximately 33 dBA total, with 23 dBA 

reduction from the earth berm, approximately 1-3 dBA from existing vegetation on the west side, 

approximately 1 dBA from existing vegetation on the west side, approximately 1 dBA from the 

existing ditch banks, approximately 1-3 dBA from the proposed oleander shrubs, and approximately 

1-3 dBA from the proposed pine trees. The additional benefits of vegetation is that it can also 

reduce the impact wind entrained dust and enhance aesthetics.  
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EMPLOYEES  

 

Four RBT staff work in the office located on APN 012-250-017 at the POI site. The office operating 

hours are 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.  Twenty (20) employees work in the yard unloading products 

from railcars and loading products into trucks. The yard employees work one 10-hour shift on 

Mondays through Fridays (and as needed on Saturdays and Sundays). As noted earlier, unloading 

and loading activities take place between 5 A.M. to 8 P.M. Monday through Friday (and as needed 

on Saturdays and Sundays if the SJVR delivers a train on Friday or Saturday evening). However, 

unloading methods featuring the use of vibrators, excavators and/or hammers (or in combination of 

these methods) are prohibited by condition of approval until after 7 A.M. to reduce noise impacts. 

 

VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT 

 

RBT personnel use one diesel trackmobile for moving railcars, four Case front-end loaders, three 

Case Bobcats, four mini-excavators (3 Caterpillars and 1 Case) with a vibrating attachment, one 

service truck, four KCI belt unloaders, four electric battery powered golf carts, one electric service 

truck, two McClusky radial stackers, and one fork lift. 

 

MAP EXHIBITS 

A. Site Plan of RBT 

B. Landscape Plan for RBT and POI 

 

ATTACHMENTS  

1. POI Master Site Plan (Maps) 

2. Zoning Map 

3. Dinuba General Plan Map 

4. Air District 2014 Authority to Construct Permit for RBT 

5. Google Earth Aerial of POI illustrating product storage areas 

6. Diagram of rail spurs on site in 2012, showing storage for 144 railcars. 

7. 2012 Settlement Agreement Agreement’s Exhibit “A,” a map of the POI property showing 

rail spurs where hammering and unloading are allowed 

8. Manifest Train Switching Description and diagram 

9. RBT Truck Routes 

10. Dinuba designated truck routes  

11. JD McGee Engineering Railspurs Design - 2011 

12. Site Plans from conditionally approved Use Permits from 1948 (M-2 #3) and 1967 (M-2 

#67-5 & M-2 #67-12) 

13. “Technical Noise Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol”, 9/2013 

14. Caltrans “Traffic Noise Attenuation As a Function of Ground and Vegetation”, 6/1995 

15. RMA Collision Reports – Avenue 424 by Road 72 

 

 



  Map Exhibits:

Exhibit A – RBT Site Plan Map 

Exhibit B - Landscape Plan for RBT and POI



Exhibit A – RBT Site Plan Map  





Exhibit B – RBT and POI Landscape Plan Map 





RBT Operational Statement Attachments 
 
Attachment 1 – Master Site Plan Map for POI 
 Master Site Plan Map for POI, PSR 14-005 
Attachment 2 – Zoning Map 
Attachment 3 – Dinuba General Plan Land Use Map 
Attachment 4 – SJVAPCD 2014 Authority to Construct Permit 
Attachment 5 – 2015 Google Earth Aerial of POI 
Attachment 6 – Diagram of Rails On-Site in 2012, Showing Storage for 144 

Railcars 
Attachment 7 – 2012 Settlement Agreement Map of POI Property Showing 

Rail Spurs When Hammering and Unloading are Allowed 
Attachment 8 – Manifest Train Switching Description and Diagram 
Attachment 9 – RBT Track Routes 
Attachment 10 – Dinuba Circulation Element Map 
Attachment 11 – JD McGee 2011 Engineering Rail Spurs Design 
Attachment 12 – Site Plans for Conditionally Approved Use Permit’s from  

• M-2 #3 
• M-2 #67-5 
• M-2 #67-12 

 
Attachment 13 – “Technical Noise Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise 

Analysis Protocol” 9/2013 
Attachment 14 – Caltrans “Noise Attenuation as a Function of Ground and 

Vegetation” 6/1995 
Attachment 15 – Tulare County Collision Reports – Avenue 424 – Road 72 



Attachment 1 – Master Site Plan Map for POI
         Master Site Plan Map for POI, PSR 14-005 







Attachment 2 – Zoning Map 
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Attachment 3 – Dinuba General Plan Land Use Map 





Attachment 4 – SJVAPCD - Authority to Construct Permit 
for RBT 









Attachment 5 – Google Earth Aerial of POI 





Attachment 6 – 2012 Site Plan Showing Storage Track 
Layout for 144 Railcars 





Attachment 7 – 2012 Settlement Agreement Agreement’s 
Map of POI Property Showing Rail Spurs 
When Hammering and Unloading are 
Allowed 





Attachment 8 – Manifest Train Switching Description and 
Diagram 





Attachment 9 – RBT Track Routes 





Attachment 10 – Dinuba Circulation Element Map 





Attachment 11 - JD McGee 2011 Engineering Rail Spurs 
Design  

























Attachment 12 – Site Plan Maps 
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Special Use Permit M-2 #67-12 "Site Plan Map"



Attachment 13 – “Technical Noise Supplement to the 
Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol” 
9/2013 















































Attachment 14 – Caltrans “Noise Attenuation as a Function 
of Ground and Vegetation” 6/1995 



















Attachment 15.  RMA Collision Reports – Avenue 424 by 
Road 72 
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RICHARD BEST TRANSFER 
 
 

LANDSCAPING PLAN 
 
 
 



LANDSCAPE PLAN 
RICHARD BEST TRANSFER, INC. 

PORT OF IVORY, LLC. 
Revised - April 2016 

 
 
This Landscape Plan was completed in fulfillment of a Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release of 
Claims dated April 4, 2012 (“Settlement Agreement”), by and between Petitioners, Dinuba Citizens for 
Responsible Planning, a California non-profit unincorporated association, Roger Wazdatskey and 
Ruben Navarro Sr., individuals (collectively “Petitioners”), and Real Parties in Interest, Richard Best 
Transfer Inc. (RBT), a California corporation and the Port of Ivory, LLC (POI). 
 
In 2012, RBT and POI constructed an earthen berm alongside the California Vineyard Ditch on the 
east side of the property. The berm is approximately 1,200 feet long, 8 feet tall, 6 feet wide at the 
top, and 16 feet wide at the base. Trees and bushes exist on the berm and both sides of the ditch 
bank.  
 
The attached 2016 Landscape Plan illustrates a 70± foot wide buffer between the rail yard on the 
west side of the Alta Irrigation District ditch and agriculturally-zoned properties containing rural 
residences on the east side. The Landscape Plan provides details on where vegetation exists and where 
oleanders and pine trees will be planted.  

To increase the density of existing vegetation on the RBT/POI property, new vegetation will be 
planted. Approximately 104 oleander bushes (nerium oleander) and approximately 24 digger pines 
(pinus sapiniana) will be planted in 2016-17 on the dirt berm on the POI property. Plants will be 
spaced to Caltrans standards, but will not interfere with existing vegetation. Container sizes will be 
15 gallons. The oleanders should reach maturity and a 7-20 foot height in three years. The pines 
should reach a 40 foot height in five years.  Oleanders require little to moderate water and pines 
require little water. As noted earlier, all landscaped areas will be maintained in a neat and viable 
condition. (See Attachment #14 of RBT Operational Statement.) 
 
The April 2016 revision of the Landscape Plan also shows the proposed irrigation water source, from 
lines supplying a fire hydrant by an existing storage building, and the irrigation lines to be placed along 
existing and proposed vegetation. The contractor is to will be required to install the irrigation lines to 
meet California Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (MWELO) Standards. A condition of 
approval is included for the applicant to provide for convenient irrigation in the form of hose bibs 
and/or a drip, bubbler or sprinkler system. The applicant shall also ensure that all landscaped areas 
contain fertile, friable soils with adequate subsurface drainage, and shall permanently maintain the 
areas in a neat and viable condition.  
 
Caltrans technical noise documents indicate that an earthen berm is more effective in reducing noise 
than a sound wall of the same height because of additional diffraction (around obstacles), ground 
absorption (over soft surfaces), and path length effects. Placing a wall on top of a berm “destroys the 
benefit of the berm”, according to the Caltrans prediction models. In general, the maximum noise 
reduction from a berm is 23 dBA, or an extra 1-3 dBA of attenuation more than a wall would. 
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Landscaped earth berms acoustically perform slightly better, or up to 3dBA. (Technical Noise 
Supplement to the Caltrans Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol, September 2013.) (See Attachment #13 
in the Response to Comments for the 5/11 Planning Commission Meeting.) 
 
A continuous strip of oleander or equivalent shrubs (at least 8 feet high and 15 to 20 feet wide) 
results in noise attenuations of 1 – 3 dBA at a distance of up to 50 feet from the rear edge of 
vegetation. A single line of pine trees (at least 40 feet tall and a canopy of 30 feet in diameter) 
spaced 10 – 20 feet apart (with low branches intertwined and touching ground) provides noise 
attenuations of 0 – 1 dBA at distances of up to 60 feet from the rear edge of vegetation. (Traffic 
Noise Attenuation As a Function of Ground and Vegetation, June 1995.)  (See Attachment #14 in the 
Response to Comments for the 5/11 Planning Commission Meeting.)   
 
To summarize, noise from the RBT site is reduced by approximately 33 dBA total, with 23 dBA 
reduction from the earth berm, approximately 1-3 dBA from existing vegetation on the west side, 
approximately 1 dBA from existing vegetation on the west side, approximately 1 dBA from the 
existing ditch banks, approximately 1-3 dBA from the proposed oleander shrubs, and approximately 
1-3 dBA from the proposed pine trees. The additional benefits of vegetation is that it can also reduce 
the impact wind entrained dust and enhance aesthetics.  
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